
CLASSIC BOOKS FOR FREE

By Danny Jacobs

Besides their lasting relevance and beautiful

writing, there are other reasons classics are

great. If you know where to look, you can

find a lot of them for free. A computer and

access to the Internet is all you need to find

thousand of classics freely and legally

available online in multiple file formats.

Why Free?

Due to copyright laws, many classics are

available in the public domain and exist in

free digital versions. Copyright for literary

works in Canada generally lasts until 50

years after the end of the year of the author's

death. Due to this 50 year rule, many older

books are available for download. For sites

that are not Canadian, you simply have to

make sure you are still following Canadian

copyright law. After the Copyright Term

Extension Act (CTEA) of 1998 in the

United States, copyright lasts for 70 years

after the author's death; therefore, anything

on American sites like the ones below would

be fair game for downloading because US

copyright laws last longer.

Portability? The Western Canon on your

E-Reader

Almost all e-book readers support multiple

file formats so many classic books online

can be uploaded to your device for portable

reading. Just check what file formats your

device supports here:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of

e-book formats

So where do we go to find the Greats?

Below features three of the biggest, the best,

and the most comprehensive sites that

provide links and downloads to free classic

content including novels, short stories,

plays, and poetry.
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Project Gutenberg

(http://wwvv.gutenberg.org/)

Project Gutenberg is the first, the most well-

known, and the largest producer of free e-

books with 33,000 titles. The founder of

Project Gutenberg, Michael Hart, invented

e-books in 1971 and the site features essays

on Project Gutenberg by Hart, interviews

with Hart, and articles about Hart and

Project Gutenberg (all found in the "About

Us" section). The site also explains the legal

ins and outs of the project, and why the site

can offer up so many great works. In "No

Cost of Freedom?" the site distinguishes

between the terms "free of charge" ("you

don't have to pay for the book you

received") and "freedom" ("you may do as

you like with the book you received").

Project Gutenberg happily points out that

"fortunately almost all Project Gutenberg

ebooks are free of chargeandfree as in

freedom." (2007, n. p.). They also post their

legal document, The Full Project Gutenberg

License in Legalese." While you are free to

enjoy these classics, you are not allowed to

make a profit off of them. Project Gutenberg

includes an author, title word(s), and term

search. The site offers a number of formats

depending on the title of the work (Hamlet,

for example, can be downloaded in HTML,

epub, Kindle, PDF, Plucker, QiOO Mobile,

MS Lit for PocketPC, PostScript, Plain Text

UTF-8, and TeX). There is also a

bibliographic record for each work that

provides information such as its copyright

status and Library of Congress Subject

Headings that link to the other works on the

site that have the same LoC subjects; this is

one of the strongest features of Project

Gutenberg.

ManyBooks.net (manybooks.net/)

While Manybooks.net provides slightly

fewer choices than Project Gutenberg (at a

measly 29,000 eBooks), the site is slicker

with a more commercial and design-savvy
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interface. A lot of their eBooks are taken

from Project Gutenberg (they openly

attribute the older site) and it seems

ManyBooks is an effort to improve on the

grandfather of public domain literature.

Manybooks.net also presents its

bibliographic metadata in a clear, structured,

and aesthetically pleasing structure.

Biographic details here that are lacking in

Project Gutenberg include the original year

of publication, word and page count, and

even short summaries. Like Project

Gutenberg, it offers a number of file formats

depending on the book; often, their file

format options include more than

Gutenberg. ManyBooks.net  also has quite an

impressive genre search (perhaps to make up

for lacking the LoC subject headings). They

also include a recommended and popular

titles page. While Project Gutenberg is still

the top site for free eBook downloads,

WhichBooks is really almost as good. It can

actually serve as a nice break from

Gutenberg's often dreary and dated web

design.

The Online Books Page

(http://digital.library.upenn.edu/books/)

Like both ManyBooks and Project

Gutenberg, The Online Books Page provides

a searchable interface to find free books on

the Internet (more than a million); however,

rather than providing a self-contained site,

The Online Books Page "facilitates access to

books that are freely readable over' he

Internet. It also aims to encourage the

development of such online books, for the

benefit and edification of all" ("About The

Online Books Page", para. 1, n.d.). The

Online Books Pages wants to bring free and

legal books to you no matter where they are

located online. Not only do they feature their

own search within the site, they provide a

huge list of other directories, databases, and

archives of online texts—there are links to

general large-scale repositories, foreign
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language repositories, and specialty

archives. John Mark Ockerbloom, a digital

library planner and researcher at the

University of Pennsylvania, clearly knows

where to get free textual content online and

has combed the Internet for virtually every

site to bring that content together and make

it easily accessible.
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